
Horizons hereby goes one up on Spaceways by publishing its 31st issue, and con
cluding its eighth year of publication in the course of which it missed only one 
issue. Ihat would make this volume 3, number 4, FAPA number 25, whole number 
31, and VAPA number 5. Horizons, as might have been expected, is published for 
the FAPA and VAPA on the Doubledoubletoilandtrouble Mimeograph at 303 Bryan 
Place, Hagerstown, Maryland, by one who is known to the world at large as Harry 
Warner, Jr.

. In the Beginning

First of all, I’d like to ext aid my ttianks to everyone who was sympathetic and 
understanding during the last four months. To those of ycu who don't corres
pond with me: soon after the first of the new year, I was smitten with one of 
those spells which occur in every fan life, during which he feels his interest 
faltering toward those things he once held -sacred—fanzines, prozines, letter
writing, and so on. I knew what it was, because I had had one around the mid
dle part of 1942. -The attack five years age resulted in the end of Spaceways, 

halt to my efforts, to read all the prozines, and the realization that it re
al lyL' doe sn’t matter- if I don’t obtain all the fanzines that are issued. Appa
rently this latest surge of disinterest will have quite considerable effects on 
my fanning life, but' I don't think it will drive me out of the field altogether. 
I’ve cut my letter-writing by one-half or two-thirds, have given up efforts to 
obtain fantasy matter' second-hand, and have decided to confine myself to the 
reading of the half-dozen best fanzines. However, I’m retaining my favorite

* correspondents, fnaintaining my subscription to Astounding (and intend actually
to read an issue of it some day!) and hoping to keep going in the-FAPA and 
VAPA* It’ll mean jay removal to the extreme outer circle of out active fandom; 
but I think that it’s far better than an effort to continue to spend a lot of 
time on things that don't interest me at all, or disappearance frgw fandom al
together. The latter.would be an awful wrench, and I doubt that,..! c^uld ach
ieve it if I tried. After almost ten years of fanning, thb stuff becomes a 
part of you. ’ ’ However, all this leaves me in an awkward position. I prom
ised repeatedly that this summer would mark the beginning of separate publica
tions for FAPA and VAPA. Those promises were made beforemy partial metamor
phosis,. Right now I have the sensation and premonition that if anything goes 
wrong with Horizons—a mimeo breakdown, a careless remark that might cause a lot 
of turmoil, an edition becoming, lost in the mails—I’ll drop even my ayjay acti
vities in disgust. Putting out yet another magazine, or two editions of this 
one, would be just about the same as having something go wrong., I’m backing 
down .from the promise, temporarily at least. Those of you who are members of 
both organizations will be afflicted with duplicates of Horizons, at least un
til such tine as my slipping interest starts up again the other way, and I don’t 

t, think that that will be soon. (This might be a good place to mention that this 
irtiole problem could be avoided quite simply. .Instead of me issuing two editions 
of Horizons, why not arrange for a merger between FAPA and VAPA? The contents 
of the two organizations aren’t far apart in actuality, no matter how much they 
may differ in intent. The FAPA has roan for the VAPA membership, and the com
bining would save payment of two sets of dues, two sets of officers, aud would 
provide one mammoth instead of two medium-sized mailings per quarter.) ” This 
is a good place to make one last confession. I may no longer b$ called the Her
mit of Hagerstown. Anoiher fan has turned up here, quite unexpectedly. He is a 
collector of ten years’ standing, and is just becoming enthusiastic over tfce fan

( field. The name is William Lynn, Jr., and the address is 329 Linganore Avenue, 
Hagerstown. He may attend the Pacificon. and if he goes, he’ll fly there, to 
become—I think—the first fan to attend a major gathering by piloting his owrt 
piano to the site. It is highly ironical that someone with enough enthusiasm 
to crank a mimeograph or pound a stapler should appear here in the twilight of 

my long and almost honorable publishing career. He would have been handy to 
have around, a few yeais ago!



. Memories from Manila

There’s supposed to be a postmailing on its way here, but I can’t wait for that. 
So: Fan taay Amateur: Rather odd-that with all that delay in issuing the mail
ing, no one thought to insert a note' in the FA, asking people who were planning 
to run for office to hurry up. and do so. Especially since two constitutions 
were stenciled this time. Vote for the right men, gents, if you have any choice 
in the matter. I can’t figure out the activity credits system. Tom Gardner, 
who has been represented pretty regularly in Horizons and Fan-Tods during the 
last year, still is supposed to have eight pages to go, and only one mailing to 
make them up in. And I still think that expfess mailing is going to cost a lot 
of money. 3nix: Bie check-listing of the 1946 prozines is apt t.% come in very 
handy some day. ’ tfwould have been nice, if published separate from the rest of 4
the magazine inhere it could have been filed for reference with Kennedy’ s annual.
I’d lihe to know sen© details of the multilith process. What* s the cost of. the 
machinery and supplies, in round figures? 11’s dirtier than mimeoing,, according 
to this issue, but .is it easier? Reproduction fully satisfactory in my copy.
1 Tator: I can see no point whatsoever in anew ayjay group for fandom. The ob
jections to separate FAPA and VARA hold good here, and are even stronger. If 
some potential RAPS members wouldn’t enjoy the non-fantasy content of. the FAPA, 
they could always skip those parts of the mailings, and still-.get their money's 
worth. Qlom: E. Douglas Branch is a man after my own heart. .Derleth is a very 
bad anthologist, and .an ..evan wdrse writer, and we shouldn’t let his real service 
as the organizer and. brains behind Arkham House blind us to that fact. I’ve run 
across only one worse collection of weird fiction than "Who Knocks?"; that was ,
the group, of short ..stories published by Avon in the same 25c editJLon with . Col
lins’ •’Haunted Hotel" a few years back. ’’ Is that the way you always pick 
markets for manuscripts, For ri of" It doesn’t sound like a very professional way. ,
Of agenting. Willie Acquires.-.» This shouldn* t have been mailed, since its . 
writer and publisher is not an FAPA member. The comments are so old that, it’s r 
hard to recall what they’re all about. The letter is vaguely amusing, but it’s . 
easy to find cases vrtiere nature improves on art, in.j almost any fanzine letter 
column. Harold W. Cheney, Jr.: I still think there must be a lot of medium- 
large towns where the second-hand stores haven’t been stripped oS their fantasy..
You could probably make trips to those within easy traveling distance, and re
coup the transportation expenses by selling the duplicates you .'acquired., Bur- 
blings: "Al Ashley and' the Next 100 Years'" ought to go into every anthology, of 
£an writing. Stuff like that makes me wonder why Burb asks others for manu
scripts for Shangri-L’-Affairesi. 'Sustaining Program: I’m pretty sure that I’ve 
seen the Embereje cted letter in print somewhere. Green ink isi pretty hard to 
read, for those of usi-who area*, ty. color-blind. (Sudden thought: is there any way. «
in which a person could be caused to grow color-blind?) Spengler sounds poetic,.
but I still don't think that a .gnat has much free will. I re/ally must catch up. 
with Campbell too, one of these fiije days. I’ll bet that I Have a dozen and a 
half issues of the last two years, still untouched. EAPArit'ion: When was there 
a mailing in which it was ever experienced before this one, that three new mem
bers issued good first issues of FAPA publications? Jewett, Cheney, and Coslet; 
regular appearances by all three would help the organization tremendously. How 
can sound go at supersonic speed, though? Funny thing', eve/ry one saw the Hein
lein stories in the Post, but no one mentioned the ghost s/tory that got a big 
play there a few months ago, all about a porfoimanco of "H.amlet" in which a dead 
actor played the part of the ghost. Aven Fantasy Reador-jpuzzles me no end. The 
first issue was so ’predominantly weird and pure fantasy;, the second one sticks 
protty closely to science-fiction, and has throe stories on virtually the same 
theme, the horrors of super-mechanization. It might be -policy, but at a guess, 
I’d say that the issues were probably thrown together ha.stily- and carelessly.
There are other signs of it—misspellings of authors' neunes, a reference in the 
first issue to a Howard story that isn't included, and 'the uncertainty over fre-



quency of publication. These offsize Avon publications get very poor display in 
local newsstands, incidentally. They’re too large to fit the 25c book racks, 
but dealers seem reluctant to put them with pulp magazines, and usually hide 
them in some unlikely corner. Evenso, Avon must be cashing in on this proposi
tion, what with the high price, small number of pages, and no big-name authors 
who require high payments for reprint rights. The journey into the fantastic 
sort of wandered away from the original idea, somewhere in the middle of Amaz
ing Stories. Sticking to one scheme or the other would hare been more consist
ent and more enjoyable. Horizons: I note with horror that the copy in my mail
ing is stapled on the wrong side. If I did. the same dirty trick to the copies 
that any of the rest of you received, I’m very sorry. It wasn’t an effort to be 
a little different, or some subtle and significant gesture, believe me. Add to 
the list of typps at the worst possible places my writing "prose” for "poetry” 
at the very end of the article on "ihust". Moonshine: I’d have never held 
such a sentiment a year ago, but now I believe that the only way something.like 
Kennedy’s Ihntasy Review can be managed in fandom is for it to be a one-man 
proposition. A little assistance with the crank turning or contributed sections 
on this or that phase of the fhntasy field don’t go amiss; but to try to split 
it up into a big cooperative project would meet the fate of most of the NFPF ef
forts. Plenum: Well, this is one time I don't have to sit and wander for 
three or six months what the cover is all about. The main article in this issue 
made sense as far ag it skirted the field covered by the Penguin or Pelican vol
ume, "Mathematician’s Relight”, the only book on hi^ier mathematics that has ev
er made sense to me. I’m too hopeless when it comes to calculating to be a good 
test of whether Milty has learned how to expound his Subject; at a guess, I'd 
say that he tried to cover too much ground in two few pages this time.. But it’s 
highly amusin’ for the pictures, not too confusin' . for the text,: and makes me 
think that MAR could write a good full-length book on math. Halfway down .page 
14 we see "with blood sweat and tears". Boes anyone know why the "toil" 'is al
most invariably left out of that quotation? Slitherings: ' Already attended to, 
in a preceding issue of Horizons. Giving ftamdi Gus activity credit for turning 
the crank on a reprint publication seems like stretching things pretty far to 
me. Pan-Tods: I wonder, did any fan readers’of Korzybski besides Rothman 
manufacture or buy one of the little gadgets that serves as the basis for Norm* s 
cover? It seems to occupy the same, placb in general semantics as the crucifix 
in the Holy Roman Catholic Church. Bob Tucker sounds something like Charles 
Pry in his reactions to the critics* comments on the first novel. Me, I seldom 
read the book reviews; I find that the'publishers' advertisements and ‘the jack
et of the book usually give a pretty fair idea of its content, and I- prefer to 
judge for myself the quality. As long as there are people who like to have 
their judgments made for them, we* 11 have the book reviewers and book clubs and 
best sellers. Wonder why the writer for the Columbus Bispatch includes amateur 
journalists in the list that proves there’s "Not a thing new in the lot"? I 
hope to see Norm go in for more frequent By-Ways, I dutifully read every line of 
the pages devoted to math without understanding anything at all, and I wonder 
just what NFS's idea of the proper sort of ayjay activity is, since he's‘always 
so apologetic for the things he does produce on account of they're a bit late. 
Agreed, that this fantasy book market isn't going to last indefinitely. Even if 
the customers are still available, pretty soon there’s going to be a dearth of 
stuff to reprint. The prozines* best stories have bean pretty well picked over 
already, and reprinting of novels that first appeared in book form would involve 
complicationsin a lot of cases. These "semi-pro" outfits wouldn’t find the go
ing so easy, if they reached the point where they ’had to pay the standard amounts 
to the authors or the holders of the original rights. It would require sellirg 
a lot more copies of each book, and that in turn w.ould mean the need of exnatid- 
ing out -? the present set-up, which is mostly mail order, into the reg-.i 1 ar 
aha.li-ela wiere you. hove to reckon‘with the retail bookseller's profit. ‘



KILL -CIRCLE ...
A Bookette Reviewette, with inextricably interwoven Allied Observations j

by ■ . \ \
Forrest J Ackerman ■ •' ’ •

Algernon Blackwood’s Woburn Book (London? 1929) is a 23 page:- allegorical 
fantasy, It is’the simple tale of John jorden, whose thots, with increasing 
age, return more frequently to his youth, .until at last he enters his second 
childhood. . ’’ ■ . ' . * . ; • ' - '

It is at 36 that he first realizes he is growing oldA (Shortage of breath 
■ is the symptom.) For the■ firs’time he glimpses a boy who fills him with a 

strange melancholy for younger days, younger delights. The reader guesses what* 
the man does.not knows That the bpy is himself. .. ' .- »

I have realized 5 years earlier than John Jorden that I -am growing :o-l<i.... '..
Wot really old, of course; when Al Jolson can set the world'on fire at-60,'it 
would be hypochondriacal, to imagine ! am falling apart. But—I know I am not 22 
any more. I can tell it by thinking-’.back to how when I set putt fqr Nev; York in 
•39 and the First World Convention,-I blithely brot Gfiuf..baggage with me/to'make 
up a full army pack—plus my typewriter! Now, contemplating the trip to Phila
delphia, I find I’m not interested in lugging the least bit more luggage than I 
have to—and my portable, doesn’t seem, as portable as it used to. • ' 1

At 40 John Jorden hds his second fleeting .glimpse of his youthful self. I 
expect to have contributed my;molecules to the L.A. atomicloufi. by the time I’m 
middle-aged, otherwise I don’-t know how slowed down I’d be by then; but compar- ■ •• 
ing the benzedrined merrygorouhd I rode at the Nyccn ei^it years ago with the 
ovaltine routine I anticipate at the fhilcon, I see I’m'giving myself the brakes. 
I realized that when I went to reserve my hotel room. I discovered I was less 
interested in saving dough and doubling up with some fhn thap... having a niche of • j
my own to hole up in when the whole thing overwhelms. Ju$t cal-l'me ’’Calm" Kin- 
nison, the Gray(beard) Lensman! ' ' ' ' .

As John Jorden dies, '’Time behind him had telescope^., dwindled, vanished.
Life had perfomed full circle here. . Entering .it at a point, fpom-invisibility, 
he had now reached that point again—back into invisibility, . '■ .>

Then there is this lovely poetic lino as Jordan’s -soul, freed-of its senile 
body, leaps back to it£ elasticity, and ’’Old age and iro covered'youth wont off 
dancing to the stars.” ■ ••• ' \..-
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' To Speak of Many Things

The above gives the lio to a statement elsewhere in this issue that claims that 
I had no contributions on hand from other people, Acky*s bit arrived! just in 
time to fill the need. ’• I’ve been, giving ,t?,ie NFFF a pretty rough going-over ।
in recent months, and still don* t\,think it ha?/ any future as an organisation.
But it is doing something that is .interesting^ to anyone who has ever read and . 
liked fantasy fiction; that applies to. virtually everyone in the present company, 
I think. It is the sponsorship of -publication, in book form, of Dr. David Kel
ler’s novel, ”®ie Sign of the Burning Hart?’. This ig somethiig different from 
the countless other fantasy book-projects of recent date. It is being done with 
no effort at profit, and is a "reprint” In only the strictest sense of the word. 
Tae novel has previously appeared only 'in an edition of a hundred copies or e30, 
published in France, and for years unobtainable except at impossible prices. As 
for the literary quality of the volume, I -am not going to outrage the present 
company by trying to argue Keller infto a place among the great writers of the 
world. His characters never act qu^te normally; his philosophy is usually soph
omoric; his writing style is hardly/ a model of purity. But queorly enough, his j
science fiction stories are good. Hi© flaws are obvious, but after 15 years of 
reading stf,, I still am unable t,o argue away the magic of the pleasure that one 



more perusal of almost any of those multitudinous short stories and novels that 
appeared so frequently in Amazing and Wonder, from 1926 through 1936 gives. En
ough correspondents have remarked on the same thing to assure me that I’m not the 
only one who feels that way. So, here is the opportunity to purchase a Keller 
novel that is, to all intent and purposes, new. It is not science-fiction, and 
it is not fantasy in the strict sense of the word. But a lot of people who have 
read it are remarkably loud in their praises of it. You can order a copy before 
publication at 31.50, if you’re an UFFE member, or 02.00 if you are not a member 
—and I don’t recommend joining the orgs&iization to save the four bits! You 
aren’t likely to think it’s wasted money. The check or money order should be 
sent to K. Martin Carlson, 1028 Third Avenue South, Moorhead, Minnesota.
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Through VAPA with Gun and Camera

Vanguard Amateur; It looks like "Mailing No. 77" on my copy. If that is so, I 
think that I’ve missed several in recent months. An Explication of Finnegans 
Wake; I’ll say this much for you, Jim; you've gotten me more interested than 
all the other reams of praise, criticism, and. reviews of Joyce that I’ve read 
and heard elsewhere. But I still wouldn’-t want to guarantee that I’ll get 
around to reading either "Ulysses" or., this, bo ok for a while yet. Incidentally, 
if "no one person, could have all the special knowledges necessary to do a com
plete job" of explicating Finnegans Wake, how did Joyce manage to write it all 
by himself? I don't dare make specific criticisms of your notes, without hav
ing access to the text itself. I can think of lots of other meanings, but they 

.might make no sense in the context; for instance, "retaled" in 3-17 sounds to 
me as if it might also have something: to do with retailed, comirg inrnediately ■ 
after a word that refers to business; and in 5-8 "scuts chum" would seem to be a
corruption or pun or something on "escutcheon". Occasionally you seem a bit too 
thorough: that "from swerveto...bay" ought to describe pretty well any shore- . 
line anywhere> not just the one around Dublin. I hope you keep this thing go-

■ ing ------------ • * • - ■ - - - - - - •in any event; it’s fun to read it. Stefan-Toddy: The very best of all the 
very fine issues that Danner has emitted for the VAPA. I laughed myself sick 
over practically everything. There seems to be something subtly distorted in 
"Today's 10,090 Tears", but I can’t figure out what it may be, unless the names 
of the authors of the quotations have been switched around. Comment on Vortex 
isn't completely justified, because it turns, out that that publication was set 
by a linotyper in Germany who didn't know a word of English. Horizons; Burbee 
seems to think fiiat my habit of growing tired of music after a half-hour of un
interrupted strains could be rectified if I had high fidelity equipnent for rec
ord playing, Not so; I forgot to mention in this article that that's the way I 
get even when attending a symphony concert or a recital by a soloist in person 
\ ere all the overtones that my ear is capable of receiving are present. Dis-’

And I hope you'll both be very happy. I can think of at least three 
reasons why the cats should have been chosen for the symbols on the cover, an a ■
wonder whether one of thom is correct. I'll bet that Drene Shampoo would pay 
you Jots of money for the gm jingle that begins this issue. Apparently my remark 
re ^.ennedy was misinterpreted; I didn't intend to imply that the VAPA is too 
nighbrow for him—the whole idea was $hat his publication was pretty exclusively 
M SUG? W0Uld f raOrQ of a v/01come amcng the more fannish popula-
f I still think the Emden style.is the most entertaining of any

Q “emb®r3, Agenbite .of Inwjt: • I've often wondered what critics mean
vflrv 5 ref?? t0 C0nI,03er’s "thinking", it’s apparently supposed to be a . 

®*^ § °d qaallty’ but I gaftier that it's anm m.o. term of all-out proportions 
equivalent ?.1V® ®V®n ^0rzVb3ki the jumping heebies. Sometimes it seems to be 
J? ? iv * toaimply technical skill in putting together counterpoint, bur that 

prosumabiy make the early British composer, Thomas Tallis, one of the top 
omposers for the forty-part counterpoint that he .contrived. Brahma is supposed 

of the VAPA members.



to "keep up a terrible thinking" in a lot of his compositions, but that seems 
ver' often- to be an alibi for places where he isn't lyric or dramatic, simply 
crabbed and forbidding-sounding. Again, "thinking" might be equivalent to new 
ideas in the sense of advanced experimentation with harmony or rhythm or form. 
But entirely too often, I think that "thinking" is applied to music exactly as 
"sympathetic painting" or "musical poetry" are used: as terms which souna like 
something, and come in handy when the critic can't think of any specific remar.v 
on the subject. Snark; I would like to ask the San. Francisco Chronicle to 
fine1 any 50-word statement about foreign policy,-or any 50-woru abstract of a 
speech about foreign policy, that wouldn't suffer this same fate when this sort 
of trick "semantic analysis" is applied.. The editorial.is:valiu only if expla
nation, of what Wallace 'means can be found ndtfhere in his other speeches, writ-

'■ in^s , and press conference statements. As.for .poll divisions, why not® keep i 
nice and simple? Jriy^alshiri^-into-bes;t-publication, best non-fiction prose, 
best fiction, and gm best poetry.. (Include art if the. vAPA suddenly.starts 
turn out pretty pictures, of- course.) Allow five, votes in each classification, 

..permitting, votes to^ejjsastW,either individual items.pWor their creators.
Fan-Tods'; TStill think Iowa's overly pessimistic .about the NFFF, Al. Now

. . that wire recording is becoming usable, I don't .see why "electric organs" can 
be. rigged:up in such manner°feiat the sound produced is simply a recording of a

. full pipe, organ. Each pi^Wsure pf. a key would activate the record of the part- 
..,'Lcular. tone, as long as the "key Vas down. That would eliminate* the present e±- 

forts at "electronic" means, which sound lite a cross between a pipe organ ana a
... mouth organ. I’m ’inclined';^-1 think we’d have come pretty close to losing this 

"war, if there’d been conscription between 1918 and 194-1 in this country. Look 
at what happened to France and'-look at what almost happened to England, with 
their armies so thoroughly trained by the conservative military men of the old 
school who naturally get ihto the driver's seat during tiroes of peace. Hitler 
and the United States were able to start almost'from-scratch.' Even now a lot of 
this nation’s preparations' for World War Three seem-to ’bar along World War Two 
lines;, they’ re still talking about the Value of island bases, and "wrapping up" 
airplanes in a protective covering, discrete: ...I mean Distemper, sorry, Judy: 
I.sort of like the poem on the cover, better than aiything inside. The analy
sis of this fellow Strugeon is higfily interesting, although I think the first 
version of the'poem is' the best. If only you hadn’t lettered that fatal word, 
"spnhet", Judy! Agenbite of Inwit; Doc's s tup'endoua knowledge of recorded mu
sic never cease? to dmaze me. It's easy enough to listen- to a lot of records, 
if you live in New .York,• and-it's also easy to obtain the catalogs of the large 
recording companies and thus- be able to list what lias been done for any partic

ular company. But to be able-to^remember each individual waxing, and compare
one with.another in honest fashion as Doc does, is no small’, feat. Only two ob
jections to. this record sectieh: I can't find anywhere the name of the soloist 
in the much-dis cussed Prokokieff concerto, and / object to applying the word' 
"fury" to the Jupiter. Another loud huzzah shjruld go up for the reprint of the 
Hayakawa article. Chisholm -sounds like an extraordinarily sensible person.
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WQT31 is getting the. publicity for pioneering in good music over the air, but 
any dsy now the magazines will discover WQQV7, which is doing'almost as well in 
Washington. It has come in very handy to me, since WQXR is audible here only- in 
the evenings and that' g when T'work. WQftW dpesn't devote quite so large, a per
centage of its on-the-air time to goqd,mufilc, but it does go farther in other 
directions—commercial policy, particularly.".. Singing commercials and all types
of exaggerated advertising is prohibited; moreosrver, there's never more than one 
commercial announcement each 15 minutes. WQQW is also experimenting in an almost 
untouched field—that of rebroadcasts .'of programs, from other countries. They 
picked up an act of the premiere of Be/njamin Britten’s new opera through the 
help of the BBC the other day, and regularly present a recorded version of the 
best in French broadcasting, direct from Paris.



LARGE, E. C. . .....
Asleep in the Afternoon. -.. .. .. .

Henry Holt and. Company, Hew York. Copyright, 1939... ■ . .

The story within a story device has been worked to death in .novels and plays, 
but this book gives it a new twst, .-. -"Asleep in the Afternoon" is the first time 
to my knowledge that the story itself in a novel- is-, mundane vhile the story 
within the story is a fantasy. ’’ This book continues the adventures of 
Charles Pry, the hero of "Sugar in the Air", Large's first fantasy novel. Pry 
himself, however, does not share in fantastic adventures this time. Instead, 
he does something quite unexpected and astonishing, but mundane--he writes, a 
novel. This novel has a science-fiction plot, and Large uses a generous por
tion of "Asleep in the Afternoon" to quote excerpts and resumes j.rom the pages 

■ of Pry’s novel. ” The whole thing begins when Pry is out of work.. He deter-- 
mines to idle for awhile. His wife is pregnant, the family isn't rich, but she 
has no real objection to his desire to take things easy until their small sav- . 
ings reach, the exhaustion point. Pry falls into the habit of napping, on the 
floor during the long, slow afternoons, and one day begins to. toy. witn. the idea 
of writing. He starts out by writing the blurb for the dust jackeq of a novel, . 
and is so pleased .and interested by this blurb that he decides to.write a book 
to go with it. ' ' The afternoon naps form the inspiration for Pry s subject- . 
matter, and from here on Large’s book is partly a digest of Pyy’p.novel, partly 
a description of the things that happen to Pry. It sounds-quite, confusiJJg in 
tho describing, but it isn't muddled in the reading. Pry writes, a, novel about 
a mataemati uiau who stumbles onto a method of inducing .sleep„inst,-na.taneously ,. 
harmlessly, raid conveniently. through a small electrical device. mathemati
cian' s over-energetic wife imnediately takes charge of. the invention. Sne en
lists the resources■of one of Britain's capitalists, .an4,,,pr.cimotq& -the discovery 
under the intriguing name of "Boom Sleep". The idea ta'keq. .hpld v.e .y.>, ai-idly , 
and soon all England. -enj oys the apparent luxury of this., sleep.. . \..The artificial 
naps can be spiced up with highly . colored dreams, through a. .sii.g o.t. alteration 
to the gadget.) 'The nation falls into an apathy whose eyn tie tic;, slumber. sym
bolizes the generally declining vfigor of England. ' ■ Ina t s atiGU-t all there 
is to the fantasy story within the story. Large, moanwhi, e, is tracing Pay - s 
quiet discovery of the world of publishers and critics. Pry gr ows more and more 
determinea to publish his novel. He almost decides to have an affair wiuh an 
old girl friend, squabbles a little with his wife, spends some time aba tragic- 
comic "advanced Living" colony, and despite himself gets inter ested insome back
yard scientific experiments. Just when the analogy with Volts.ire s advice to 
cultivate your garden becomes a little obvious, Pry actually f sells his book. It 
is a minor sensation for a while. But Pry decides to go Lack, to his work, in
stead of pursuing the author’s career. "He knew that he wot ild not continue to 
study parisitic fungi for their own pretty sake, and. that he would find no last
ing contentment in being a spectator, either of his o«vn phan. toms or of others’ 
work in the fields." '' Large tells his story amusingly, c md wields the sat
irist's fdail more gently than in "Sugar in the Air". The ? mild tone of allegory 
that pervades both novel and internal novel is pleasant, ar .d the reader gets "the 
impression that there may be something of autobiography in the story of Pry’s 
writing adventure. Since anything and everything in the L ,ook happen in England, 
American readers probably lose the full value of some of ' the obscurer points — 
but it* s still a highly entertaining semi-sequel to the m ,ore widely read "Sugar 
in the Air". ’ ' This should be as good a place aS any 1 co chronicle the fact 
that I own a spare copy of "Asleep in the Afternoon.." I ’d like to trade it 
away for almost any fantasy book that isn't already in r.‘ny collection, rather 
than sell it, and would be highly pleased-to hear from anyone who has something 
to offer in exchange for it.



When We Were Very Young j

Tae issue of The Ehntasy Amateur that appeared in the mailing just five years . 
ago proclaimed triumphantly "Fifth Anniversary Issue", and contained a tvro-page 
history of the organization by Donald A. Gollheim, one of the mid-wives. The 
mailings in that first wartime summer of 1942 had a very familiar look—a lit
tle more familiar than those of 1947 to date, in fact, with Ashley, Koenig, 
Chauvenet, and so many others of the old guard represented. Louis Russell had 
emitted a superb issue of Sardonyx, writing in longhand a few of the pages: 
"'There will be those who know me best to say...’ that I am one whose creed of 
life is decidedly materialistic, and surely they will be right. It is not that 
I might not prefer a world of dreams and illusions, but rather that I can turn ,
nowhere without realising afresh my helpless dependence upon material objects 
and things. For instance, call to mind, tho it be painful, the appearance of 
the last Amateur; just because the stencils I cut, done in haste, were not cut. 
cleanly, and those Harry (W) used were aged and decrepit to begin with. And well 
I know that I could sit at my desk for all eternity, thinking such thoughts as. 
are possible for me, without influencing another human being in only the slight
est way. Yet give me paper, typewriter, pen, ink, stencils, stamps, erasers, 
correction fluid, and other material items, accompany uhem with the will to be- 
stii myself, and lo! a very miracle—one who is successful in influencing his 
environment!" *' It makes the medieval days of fandom seem.very close, to re
alize that it was after all only five years ago that Julie Unger finally got 
around to issuing for the BiPA his pictureless Illustrated Nycon Review. "The 
exclusion act was a stink," someone wrote in that issue. Julie was soiling at 
the time all Amazing.o from September, 1926, through December, 1923, except those 
containing EBSmith stories, at 75 cents per. Idle thought: wonder who got the 
auctioned manuscript for "Cosmos"; where is it now? *' Larry jfarsaci was on 
hand again, this time with "The Rochester-American Patriot", one of the less 
satisfactory results of Pearl Harbor. It featured a "stirring war poem, which 
won recognition twice in the Rochester Times-Union" that was "the result of 
five minutes’ poetic inspiration four weeks ago". The author, Florence Adelaide 
Reed, is identified to posterity only as "a defense worker^ who wrote such lines 
as "America shall never fall, Will never lose the strife". Lrarry didn’t do the 
reputation of HPL any good by unoarWirg one of his World War One jingoistic 
ditties. ’’ Jack Speer was still playing around the edge uif libel in Sustain
ing Program, with such Call It Wnat You Wish items as "Robert W Lowndes has 
crashed the slicks at last, with a poem entitled ’Contentment' in the Ladies' 

Home Journal." Juffus also turned out to be a pretty good ‘prophet, elsewhere 
in the same issue: "I suspect that the fonograf recordings, have about reached 
their peak (--reference to now-forgotten home recording efforts-by fans-) , and 
until all fans become plutocrats this custom of long-distance fone calls will 
notreath great proportions. I doubt that the tempo of ex.changes of visits be
tween fans will exceed last year's for some time now. Arnd the signs of cracking 
in the pro magamarket gives extra reason to look for fewer first sales to the 
pros by fans." ' ' The Scientifan contained quite a fe,w noble pronouncements 
by Fortier, but cue item of some real value: a listing of fantasy material from 
The Atlantic Monthly, Harpers Magazine, and Century Magazine. It was compiled 
by the late Walter Sullivan, and a good start in the right direction, even if my 
suspicions about its incompleteness are justified. ' Wellheim was on hand 
again in Jinx, warning that mention of the NAPA in 'EAPA publications might be a . 
dangerous precent, or something of the sort. "Unle^ss G-roveman renounces the APC 
for these tactics, he does remain a potential mena.ce to fan publishing. He has- 1
allowed himself to acquiesce in the vile acts of ‘Trainer and (-Burton-) Crane.
Unless he clears himself, he must be a source of suspicion. To introduce rob
bery of titles in fandom would rapidly develop hnto complete discrgantzati-on. 
Avery fan publisher must be aware of this. 3v far. publisher Lau a duty to be 
on guard against this.’"



Thia Has Nothing To Do With Fantasy

Sometimes people ask me Why I don* t move to a big city, where I could meet 
interesting people.

Well, there was the girl who worked at the newspaper office for about a 
year after she graduated from high school. She aged about ten years in the 12 
months that followed. For one thing, she developed ideas, a lot of them. She 
was reasonably attractive, but refused to help herself out with makeup, and I 
don’t think she dated a boy after graduation. Her interests were few but power
fully strong—mostly literature and hiking. There was the time she had a vio
lent attack of Dostoievsky, and spent all her waking hours dragging the thick 
Modern Library editions of his novels between her home, the office, and the li
brary. But the hiking was even more of a passion. Aimed only with a guide to 
the Appalachian Trail and a straight razor (which she never needed, as it turned 
out) , she spent all her weekends tramping along the loss-frequented roads and 
dirt paths of the mountains 'that form a boiz around Hagers town. Sometimes she 
■took a camera along., but never a human .person. But she wasn’t' satisf ied yet. 
Ono day she developed the idea: that she wanted to spend the next ■ sunnier alone 
in one of the forest fire watchers’ towers that are located in various parts of

. the wooded hills hereabouts. Her family'thought that was going a little too 
far, especially since it would mean' that she woulch’t be bringing home her wages 
for three full months* and I don* t think' she was ever quite the same after that.

.During an idle .moment at : the office, she started to-chat with one of the lino
type men about religion,, a-subject which had never been of the least interest to 
her. Two weeks later she was attending' the Baptist diurch regularly, two months 
later she was its most zealous youth worker, was wearing lipstick, and hadn* t 
touched the razor, camera, or "Brothers Karamazoff" again. Before the end of 
the year, she was. enrolled in a.church-run college, training to become a mis
sionary (a slight setback occurred when she broke a leg-playing basketball the 
first day at school) ,'and,-, this summer word reached Hagerstown that she had mar
ried the son.-of a preacher who-, is -also training for mission work in the Far East. 

Or you could- consider..’the case of the little old man who used to make en-
' , gravings for us. He worked and lived.-in -an incredible big room above a shoe 

sjiop. Althougn he was the.:-only person doing photoengraving within 25 miles of
: Hagerstown,- ke was the mp-st ardent union man 1 have m. ever encountered; his 

principal hobbi.es were figuring out new regulations to observe in carrying out 
his trade (siich as demanding a photograph on Wednesday if he was expected to 
turn out the cut for Saturday’s paper), and examining every piece of printed 
matter, in sight, to see -whether, fit 'had adopted the policy of re-setting all 
the type that is often matted along-with cuts, a-rule that uni sis require in 
some cities. At that time, the local papers ran only three or four cuts weekly, 
of Ideal origin, because the perils involved in getting an engraving made. 
It is not easy to believe, the things that could happen to this little man, to 
prevent his getting t*he engraving, to our office in time. We might leave a pho
tograph in his. mailboy, and+never get a cut because^-he had looked in the wrong 
box. If the picture contained any lettering, he was almost sure to eliminate 
one of the steps in the out-making process, as a time 'saver, and bring down a 
cut which contained a reversed picture and lettering that looked as if it had 
been held up to a mirror. Jie. als.o had a habit of dropping engravings to the 
sidewalk on rainy.nights, then stepping on them as he tried to pick them up. 
Once,^from somewhere he'procured two small wild foxes. He kept the anima]s 
penned^ in a tiny box at a lightless and airless spot behind the building until 
they died. One Sunday afternoon he was returning home from the postoffice and 
stopped towatch firemen fighting a downtown blaze. -The local legend insists 
that" the fire was almost out when he suddenly realized that it had been burning 
in^hiS" factory-home. Everything was ruined so completely that he cleaned up 
with the insurance people, taught someone, else in Hagers town the engraving 
business, then decided to enjoy life inim with- the insurance money. F^rst of all 

hobbi.es


hewent to Florida, where it turned, out that this man, who seemed, incredibly old 
to us, had a daughter just entering her teens. He bought her a bicycle, but 
came back bitter. "She ignored me, denied me, rejected me," he said. "It was 
like Christ and Judas." He then went to Hew York, where the first hotel in 
which he stopped burned down. The last word from him arrived from the mid-west, 
where this fumbling ancient somehow was managing to earn a living as a busboy in 
an eating place.

The stories in Astounding that refer to bacteria with extremely specialized 
faction or unlikely favorite living quarters have always appealed to me. But 
no bacteria has a job as queer as that of another old man I knew for a week. He 
makes his living by doing nothing but dismantling printing shops which have been 
sold or have gone out of business. When the local papers decided to get rid of 
their job printing department, he was called to the scene. During the week he 
was here, preparing the stuff for shipment to South America where he had sold 
it, we learned quite a bit about him. He thought only three really great men 
had ever lived: Jesus Christ, William H. Prescott, and John D. Rockefeller. Al
though not a highly educated man, he read books of history as other men read de
tective stories or as fans read science-fiction, and seemed highly disgusted 
with me when I was unable to indulge in an intelligent discussion of certain ob

- scure points in "The Conquest of Peru". One other habit made him distinctive: 
the most incredible thirst I have ever witnessed. He drank whisky, of course— 
there never lived a printer who didn’t—but not more than a pint or two a day. 
To supplement this, while at work he kept himself surrounded with piles of bot
tles of soft drinks. Instead of returning the bottles, he kept them there and 
refilled them with water time after time. The man’s specific gravity must have •>
been within 99$ of that of HgO.

Last summer, the morning paper was running short on society reporters, and 
a letter from a girl who worked on Hewswedk and wanted to learn what things were 
like on a small town daily came just at the right moment. Sure, come down and 
work for us, we told her. She came, and seemed sincerely glad to get away from 
•the big city. She turned out to be the daughter of a Philadelphia banker and a 
cousin of Marshall Field, a summa cum laude graduate from Smith College, and the 
typical example of the young intellectual girl. Her favorite authors- were Proust 
and Joyce, although she had never got beyond the second novela in "Remembrance 
of ThingsPast" and hadn’t gotten around to reading "Ulysses" or "Finnegans Wako". 
She had opinions on all the latest books, plays, and movies, including those she 
had not seen or read, and those opinions were identical with those of Life and 
the Hew York Times’ Sunday book review section. The only trouble was, she could 
not write in newspaper style. And something else was lacking. You noticed it 
when two telephones rang at the same time, or when someone wandered into the 
news room and said that he couldn't find anyone in the advertising department. 
She couldn't coordinate and meet with the simplest and least insignificant of 
unforeseen circumstances. Instead of doing things the easy way, she would get 
herself and those concerned in the matter horribly involved and mixed up in some 
complicated arrangement. "I just don’t coordinate too well," she admitted, but 
she was a good golf player and could handle herself beautifully at social func
tions and teas. She went to a football game in which the local high school 
tean participated, fell in love with the star halfback, and a month later an- » 
nounced her engagement to him. He was one of ten children whose father hadn’t 
worked since the WPA went out of existence; he* d run away at the age of 16 to 
join the marines, then returned to finish high school. The Hew York and Phila
delphia papers all carried good-sized accounts of the engagement. A month ago 
they were married, over the objections of all parents concerned, and the metro
politan papers refused to publish the news of the wedding. Last week they pur- 
chawed a trailer and an automobile to pull it; they’re going to live in the 
trailer just off the campus of a nearby college where he has been granted p i
football scholarship. She has decided that she has learned al? she vanr'-g to 
hnow about newspaper work in a small town.
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On. Pit

• Since there isn’t much time in which to produce this issue of Horizons, and no 
ms. contributions are on hand at the moment, I’m going to have to fill up a pair

■ of pages with reprints and excerpts. So, from the June 22 issue of The Washing
ton Post, I enjoyed this editorial: "Within the last ten years or so, while our 
attention has been pretty well distracted by other matters, such as wars, revo

. lutions, famines, fashions in wonen’s hats, baseball championships, atomic fis
sion, bobby soxers, Communist infiltrations, existentialism, peace.conferences, 
Shakespearean revivals, frequency modulation,- ball point pens, and Mrs.-Henry A. 
Wallace, an important new science has- spnung into existence. It. is' called Gen- 
ereal Semantics, and in an editorial on this page in July1, 1943; we ’naively con
fused it with an older and even mo re .po.pql^r. .s c ien^ce called simply Semantics, 
for which we were properly rebuked, by the more advanced and-'le-a-rned of .our read
ers. ’’ Since then, we regret to .say,;we have np't fouh-d-time’ to learn much 
more about General Semantics, except that .it is. based on what is called..the non
Aristotelian universe. 'Now--'the old-fashioned Aristotelian universe is one in 
which you must follow^ all the ’ conventional rules. reasoning set forth in the 
Organon. These rules are based on the notion of mutually exclusive categories, 
.as for example that a given proposition cannot be at the same “time both true and 
untrue. General Semantics, as we understand, rejects this1 notion, holding that 
what is mere or less true iri’ one :way rniay be more or les's cockeyed in another. 
Thus to the famous interrogation, "Have-you stopped beating your wife? Answer yes 
or no,’ the appropriate non-Aristotelian response doubtless would be ’I have and

'I haven’t,’ or ’It all depends.’ ” We are happy to observe that this refresh
ing new non-Aristotelian universe has been officially adopted by the United na
tions Commission on Conventional Armaments, now meeting at Lake Success.. The 
members of the commission'are not required,. as is the stuffy old practice in our 
Congress here in Washington, to vote either ’Aye’ or ’ITo' to a given question.

’ . The member, if he wishes, may, whan his hame is called,' simply raise his hand 
and say nothing-. Tails’ is called abstaining; and. under this wise provision the 

■ member gets credit,,without committing himself one way or the other, for having 
boon present at the sbssi’on in both.body and spirit. ’’ But again the deleg
ate, when his name is called, need'not raise either his hander his voice. In 
this case he is marked .down, not as- having-abstained from voting, but as having 
’refused to vote,’ in, which case-he is considered to. have been ’spiritually ab
sent,’ a],though, .indeed, corporeally present.throughout the proceedings. Of 
course, to.minds still hag-ridden by the Aristotelian categories, the idea of 
spiritual absence may suggest either a.kind of pleasant' daydreaming or some form 
of mystical flight after-the manner of Plotinus. .” ; .-'knyvay, it is a-very int
eresting procedural innovation which no doubt will be generally adopted. To be 
sure, until we get accustomed to living-in the non-Aristotelian.universe, it may 
make for certain confusions arid complications, as for example when the'foreman 
reports that the jurors have unanimously agreed to absent themselves spiritually 
from the case of Whoozis versus McJigger, or when the umpire, after a-count of 
thpee and two, decides to be spiritually absent for the next pitch. And we sus- 
pact that it’s going to make a goodvdeal of trouble for these fellows who go 
around taking the Gallup'Polls." i "

i'-.e. other half of that Awful team, Groveman an.d Crane, wrote recently in this 
manner: "I wrote to the'Penguin people, as 1 believe I mentioned to you, sug
gesting, a few titles* fbr;theijf lists. They said that paper was their main 
trouble in the reply, they want to keep up. a .high quality in their titles but at 
25c they find it difficult to put out anything today with more than 200 pages, 
and of course that only allows them to hit a small percentage of the really good 
material they could got out. I had suggested Goethe’s ’Truth and Poetry’ . I 
also asked if they would bring out a ro-issue of the British Penguin edition of
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'Last and First Hen,' and they said they had received many requests for the lat
ter and probably would bring it out when paper eased. ' ' With the letter they 
sent a list of some of the titles they will bring out soon. For one thing, they 
have inaugurated a new series called Penguin Philosophers and Emerson was the 
first. They are planning books by John Dewey, Max Mttller, A. N. Whitehead, and 
others. The Penguin Classics that were inaugurated with The Odyssey will be 
cont inue d wi th a volume of plays by Oedipus, Tacitus on Germany, Ibsen's plays, 
Virgil, the Iliad, Dante's Inferno, Candide, a collection of short stories by de 
Maupassant, one of Turgeniev* s novels, Xenophon, and a few other works I can* t 
recall. Their regular list will include Joyce’s ’’Portrait of the Artist as a 
Young Man,” Frederic Prokosch's *'The Asiatics,* Wharton's 'The Ago of Innocence,' 
etc. The Pelicans will include several works on philosophy, biology, etc."

A correspondent in Los Angeles made me feel much better about the situation ex
plained on page one of this issue of Horizons. I don* t suppose it would do any , 
harm to use his name, but since I don* t even have permission to reprint part of 
his letter, you can use your own imagination about the sender: "Losing interest, 
eh? You know, it’s always been a source of amusement to me the way some of our 
boys drop out. Yerke left fandom with a nasty letter that took each person he 
was acquanited (I can spell but this typer can’t) with and dealt with them for a 
sarcastic paragraph. He cast off his bosom buddy Bronson (which nearly broke 
Bronson up—lost weight, couldn't sleep) and once when I wrote a letter asking 
him for some crap for S-L'A, he replied in verbose vilification of the LASTS and 
all concerned. Except me, of course. He scarcely knew me, so I suppose I wasn’t 
worth hating. He did offer to write an article for me for my own mag, but not

. any IASFS publication. Well, others have simply dropped out, without fanfare.
WJD has quit fandom several times, each time to the accompaniment of.........*P
^Nobody appreciates me, I!m quitting because I can't get any cooperation.1- And 
now Laney is on the way cut........ He rants and raves as only Towner can, and de
clares that fandom is an utter waste of time. This same F Towner Laney this 

Monday night cut stencil number 104 on his fan memoirs. Does that make sense to 
you? Maybe you can understand this utter contradition in thought and action, 
but I can’t. Of course, he’s selling most of his collection, through Acky, but 
is retaining some of the choicer itans—‘Golden Age Astounding^ , the Pratt-deOamp 
novels, and some others. Plus his fanzines. And by the way, you'll certainly 
want a copy of his memoirs. They premise to be the biggesu thirg in fandom 
since the Fan cyclopedia. Imagine, about 130 or 150 pages of strictly Laney 
stuff, composed on the stencil in his usual vitriolic, style. He spares no one 
but himself. (He got annoyed when I suggested this). ' * To get back to your 
quitting fandem. Or slacking off. Well, what the hell? It's just a hobby, and 
if it begins to pall on you, well, what the hell? Drop it, slack off, let it 
go. It's not important enough to worry about. I have always taken fandom rath
er lightly..... But I will never give up anything to do a fanzine. That's 
strictly spare-time stuff, and a hobby. Stfiction I love, always have, always 
will, I suppose. Fbntasy I don’t care too much for, though I prize my Unknowns. 
Gonna sell ' em, though* soon's Acky finds me a $40 buyer. I get a kick out of 
writing and would like to sell the pulps. But I lack the time these' days to do 
anything'serious about it. I did try some pro stuff six or seven years ago BF 
(Before Fandom) (for me, that is) but it bounced quick. ** Hell, Harry, fandom 
is not a way of life, nor a vital philosophy. It’s just a goddam hobby and 
that's all it is. Get wrapped up in it and you’ll wind up with no friends but 
fans, no books but .fantasy, no thoughts but—Well, God knows what. Hell with 
it. It’s just a pleasant hobby that deserves only the time and effort you enjoy <
pitting into it—no geas, no compulsion involved. While it's fun stay with it  -
if it gets to be drudgery, or you lose interest—why, just drift out. Hell 
it's hardly worth worrying about." ’ t


